
 
 
 

 

4 Ways to Start Writing Your Scientific Manuscript NOW 

You are the lead author so writing the paper falls to you. Maybe. But being lead author 

is definitely a lot of pressure and you’d rather just go back in the lab and run some more 

experiments or [add your favorite “productive procrastination” technique here]. Here are 

4 tips to get the ball rolling on that paper you’ve been putting off. 

 

1. Don’t try to get it right the first time, let it be a mess. 

Getting started is hard because it is always a mess. Example: the first video I posted in 

my new Facebook group (WriteScience Select). I admit, it is a bit of a mess (poor 

lighting, I’m not comfortable on camera …) but I needed to get started. Mission 

accomplished. 

Are you one of those rare people who write the perfect first draft? Honestly, I have 

never met one of those people. Or are you like the Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer, 

Robert Caro, who would edit his published book if the publisher would let him. I am 

more like the latter (not in being Pulitzer Prize caliber, but I would keep editing forever). 

Don’t let the thought of your scary first (or second, or third) draft hold you back. It is so 

much easier to edit something than to begin with a blank page. You just have to get past 

the blank page part—the next tip can help. 

2. Start with a template.  

Don’t reinvent the wheel—start with one of your prior manuscripts or ask a colleague if 

they have one of their recently published papers in Word doc format, but be careful to 

remove all of existing study-specific content before adding your own. Or you could grab 

my free Manuscript Template download (WriteScienceWell.com). This allows you to start 

by editing rather than staring at a blank page. 

3. Where to start? 

It is often best for momentum to start with an easy win. In this case, that would be the 
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title page. Completing your author list also provides you with the information you need 

to take action on the next tip. 

4. Ask for help. 

Unless you did all of the work—every aspect of developing the concept and study 

design and every experiment—you probably have collaborators and co-authors. After 

filling in the title page of your template you will know exactly who to ask for help.  

The person who ran each experiment will be the person most knowledgeable about the 

experimental design and methods, as well as the resulting data. Rather than asking for 

raw data and pictures of the pages from someone else’s lab notebook, ask them to 

analyze the data and prepare a draft of the figure(s), as well as the methods, results 

and legend associated with that figure. Co-authors are usually very glad to help get your 

(and their) next paper closer to submission.  

If one of your co-authors wasn’t in the lab getting data, then they likely played a key role 

in conception and design of the study—this is the perfect person to help develop the 

introduction. These are often busy lab PIs, but they should be able to provide at least a 

few points you can add to the outline of your Intro, and suggest important prior work that 

could be cited. 

Finally, survey your co-authors (a quick group email works) on what they think are the 

most important points of discussion that will allow you to put the results of your study in 

the context of prior, ongoing and future work in the field. 

Another benefit of giving your co-authors part of the responsibility in preparing the 

manuscript is the coregulatory effects of working toward a shared goal. This results in 

keeping everyone on track and focused on the goal—especially you! 

 

Even if you put only one or two of these tips into play, you will have crushed one of the 

biggest barriers to making progress on your manuscript—getting started!  

Keep crushing it and happy writing to you! 
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